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DITA 1.3 proposed feature #62

Add attributes and elements to the table model to enhance accessibility for screen readers.

Date and version information

Include the following information:

• The latest revision date for this proposed feature document is 18 June 2013.
• Scott Hudson is the champion of the proposal.
• This feature was originally proposed in email on 29 March 2013.
• This proposal was formalized as a stage 1 proposal on 28 May 2013.
• This proposal was approved as a stage 1 proposal at the 11 June 2013 TC meeting.
• This proposal was approved to Stage 2 at the 18 June 2013 TC meeting.

Original requirement or use case

The increasingly widespread usage of texts in their digital form has hugely positive implications for the inclusion
of people with disabilities. Access to information is becoming much easier, especially for visually impaired people,
since digital texts can be read directly by a screen reader without any extra manipulation (e.g. conversion to Braille,
scanning textbooks so they can be read aloud by corresponding software, etc.).

However, to guarantee that the visually impaired user's experience is as smooth as possible, certain helpers must be in
place to facilitate navigation and the correct interpretation of a text by screen readers. Structural markup of headings,
lists and tables, for example, are central to this. Thus, DITA innately already has much of what is needed in place to
create texts that are universally accessible.

In the specific case of tables, it is vital to attribute table headers to the table data. Where this is usually achieved
visually by distinct header styles, someone who cannot see these cues will need programmatic indications of which
cells contain headers, and how they relate to the data presented in the table. Without these semantic markers, screen
readers will read table data linearly, that is, from left to right, row by row, thus making it very hard to understand the
data and its interrelations.

DocBook 5.1 and its official Publishers variant set out to offer this needed markup by expanding the CALS table
model in such a way that these semantic relationships can be expressed and transferred to other formats the DocBook
is converted to, very similarly to how the HTML table model already can achieve this.

This proposal suggest that DITA adopt the same changes to the CALS table model.

Use cases

In marking up a CALS table for screen reader accessibility, there are several additions necessary, depending on the
table structure's complexity:

1. identify the table's headers (row and column)
2. explicitly associate table data with its headers

Proposed solution

Provide an overview of how you expect to implement this feature or requirement.

Benefits

Over 285 million people in the world are visually impaired, of whom 39 million are blind and 246 million have
moderate to severe visual impairment (WHO, 2011). It is predicted that without extra interventions, these numbers
will rise to 75 million blind and 200 million visually impaired by the year 2020 (WHO, 2010). These people might
rely on a screen magnifier or a screen reader.

https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201303/msg00085.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201305/msg00091.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201306/msg00072.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/201306/msg00114.html
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The benefits of improving accessibility of DITA content for use by screen readers clearly has great possible
significance.

Technical requirements

RelaxNG Schema modifications Add rowheader to the colspec element. Indicates whether
or not the entries in the respective column should be
considered row headers.

Content model:

          ## Indicates whether or
 not the entries in the first column
 should be considered row headers.
          attribute rowheader {
          ## Indicates that entries
 in the first column of the table
 are functionally row headers
          (analogous to the way that
 a thead provides column headers).
          Applies when rowheader is
 used as a table attribute.
          "firstcol" |
          ## Indicates that entries
 of a column described via colspec
 are functionally row headers
          (for cases with more than
 one column of row headers).
          Applies when rowheader is
 used as a colspec attribute.
          "headers" |
          ## Indicates that entries
 in the first column have no special
 significance with respect to
          column headers.
          "norowheader" |
          "-dita-use-conref-target"
          }?,
          
          colspec.attributes =
          attribute colnum
 { xsd:NMTOKEN }?,
          attribute colname
 { xsd:NMTOKEN }?,
          attribute colwidth
 { text }?,
          attribute colsep
 { yesorno }?,
          attribute rowsep
 { yesorno }?,
          attribute align {
          "left"
          | "right"
          | "center"
          | "justify"
          | "char"
          | "-dita-use-conref-
target"
          }?,
          attribute rowheader?,
          attribute char { text }?,
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          attribute charoff
 { xsd:NMTOKEN }?,
          tbl.colspec.att,
          dita.colspec.attributes
          

Allow scope attribute on entry. The scope attribute
can contain one of "row" or "col" or "rowgroup" or
"colgroup".

Content model:

          dita.entry.attributes =
          id-atts,
          localization-atts,
          attribute rev { text }?,
          attribute outputclass
 { text }?,
          ## Specifies the scope of
 a header.
          attribute scope {
          ## Applies to the row
          "row"
          |
          ## Applies to the column
          "col"
          |
          ## Applies to the row
 group
          "rowgroup"
          |
          ## Applies to the column
 group
          "colgroup"
          }

Allow headers attribute on entry. Identifies one or
more entry elements that apply to its entry. The headers
attribute contains an unordered set of unique space-
separated tokens, each of which is an ID reference.

Example content markup:

              <thead>
              <row>
                  <entry></entry>
                  <entry
 xml:id="date1">12/12/2005</entry>
                  <entry
 xml:id="date2">12/19/2005</entry>
                  <entry
 xml:id="date3">12/26/2005</entry>
              </row>
          </thead>
          <tbody>
              <row>
                  <entry
 xml:id="prog">Prognosis</entry>
                  <entry
 headers="date1 prog">8,000</entry>
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                  <entry
 headers="date2 prog">7,000</entry>
                  <entry
 headers="date3 prog">6,000</entry>
              </row>
              <row>
                  <entry
 xml:id="act">Actual</entry>
                  <entry
 headers="date1 act">11,123.45</
entry>
                  <entry
 headers="date2 act">11,012.34</
entry>
                  <entry
 headers="date3 act">10,987.64</
entry>
              </row>
          </tbody>

Content model:

          dita.entry.attributes =
          id-atts,
          localization-atts,
          attribute rev { text }?,
          attribute outputclass
 { text }?,
          ## Specifies the scope of
 a header.
          attribute scope {
          ## Applies to the row
          "row"
          |
          ## Applies to the column
          "col"
          |
          ## Applies to the row
 group
          "rowgroup"
          |
          ## Applies to the column
 group
          "colgroup"
          }
          ## Specifies the entry or
 entries which serve as headers for
 this element.
          attribute headers
 { xsd:IDREFS }

Since there is no @summary in CALS, but there is
one provided in HTML 4.01 and earlier, the table's
summary should be allowed in a summary attribute.
Transformations to HTML5 can place this information
in <caption><detail><summary/></detail></caption>,
allowing the text of the caption to hold the title.

Content model:
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table.attributes =
            attribute frame {
            "top"
            | "bottom"
            | "topbot"
            | "all"
            | "sides"
            | "none"
            | "-dita-use-conref-
target"
            }?,
            attribute colsep
 { yesorno }?,
            attribute rowsep
 { yesorno }?,
            attribute summary
 {paracon*}?,
            tbl.table.att,
            bodyatt,
            dita.table.attributes
  

Processing impact • Support for the new attributes will need to be added
to the DITA-OT, but the impact should be minimal.

• Potential edge case issue would be with translation
of the summary, if it is contained in an attribute.
It would be preferable to use an element for this
content, but that may be a major change. It would
also not be compatible with older versions of HTML.

Overall usability Discuss the impact to current DITA users. Discuss any
set up that users will need to do to make use of this
feature.

Costs

Outline the impact (time and effort) of the feature on the following groups:

• Minor impact to the RNGs, DTDs and XSDs to the table, entry and colspec content models.
• Editors of the DITA specification:

• Modification of table, entry and colspec topics:

table @summary Provides a summary of the table's purpose and
structure for user agents rendering to non-visual
media such as speech and Braille.

colspec @rowheader Indicates whether or not the entries in the respective
column should be considered row headers.

rowheader="firstcol" Indicates that entries in the first column of the table
are functionally row headers (analogous to the way
that a thead provides column headers). Applies when
rowheader is used as a table attribute.

rowheader="headers" Indicates that entries of a column described via
colspec are functionally row headers (for cases with
more than one column of row headers). Applies when
rowheader is used as a colspec attribute.
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rowheader ="norowheader" Indicates that entries in the first column have no
special significance with respect to column headers.

entry @scope The scope attribute can contain one of "row" or "col"
or "rowgroup" or "colgroup"

scope="row" Applies to the row

scope="col" Applies to the column

scope="rowgroup" Applies to the row group

scope="colgroup" Applies to the column group

entry @headers Identifies one or more entry elements that apply to its
entry. The headers attribute contains an unordered set
of unique space-separated tokens, each of which is an
ID reference.

• Vendors of tools: XML editors, component content management systems, processsors, etc. will need to add
support for the new attributes. Screen readers will likely consume a rendered HTML output, so no additional
changes should be necessary.

• DITA-OT: Modifications will be needed in the table processing to add support for the new attributes:

• HTML

• if the colspec for an entry's column specifies rowheaders, entry --> th
• assure that empty entries in row-or column-header groups are transformed to empty td's
• transfer the scope and headers attribute into the HTML as is.

• FO

• transform caption elements
• transform colspec-defined header columns (analogously to firstcol, as already implemented?)

• DITA community-at-large: Some learning via examples may be needed to understand the impact on how to mark
up tables appropriately for accessibility.

Examples

Identify the table's headers

In very simple tables with only one row or column of headers, this mechanism alone is sufficient to allow screen
readers to associate data with its respective headers.

Identify column headers

To identify column headers, the relevant rows are wrapped in the thead element.

Table 1: Example of a simple table with column headers

Mark's points Peter's points Cindy's points

11,123.45 11,012.34 10,987.64

<table frame="all">
    <title summary="Names are listed in the column c1. Points are listed in
 both data columns, with the
expected in column c2 and the actual in column c3.">example: a simple table
 with column headers</title>
    <tgroup cols="3">
        <thead>
            <row>
                <entry>Mark's points</entry>
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                <entry>Peter's points</entry>
                <entry>Cindy's points</entry>
            </row>
        </thead>
        <tbody>
            <row>
                <entry>11,123.45</entry>
                <entry>11,012.34</entry>
                <entry>10,987.64</entry>
            </row>
        </tbody>
    </tgroup>
</table>

Without any markup of the table headers, a screen reader may just read the table's contents as:

Mark's points Peter's points Cindy's points 11,123.45 11,012.34 10,987.64.

With the headers marked up, screen readers will attribute the headers like this:

Mark's points 11,123.45, Peter's points 11,012.34, Cindy's points 10,987.64.

Clearly, the second variant is much more easily understood, and thus well worth the little effort required to
appropriately markup the table in the XML source.

Identify row headers

This proposal now offers two alternatives to identify row headers in CALS tables:

• if only the first column contains row headers, set the rowheader attribute to the firstcol value in the table
element.

Table 2: Example: a simple table with first row headers. Captions are allowed!

Mark's points 11,123.45

Peter's points 11,012.34

Cindy's points 10,987.64

<table frame="all" rowheader="firstcol">
    <title summary="Names are listed in the column c1. Points are listed
 in both data columns, with the
expected in column c2 and the actual in column c3.">example: a simple
 table with first row headers</title>
    <tgroup cols="2">
        <tbody>
            <row>
                <entry>Mark's points</entry>
                <entry>11,123.45</entry>
            </row>
            <row>
                <entry>Peter's points</entry>
                <entry>11,012.34</entry>
            </row>
            <row>
                <entry>Cindy's points</entry>
                <entry>10,987.64</entry>
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            </row>
        </tbody>
    </tgroup>
    <caption><para>Captions are allowed!</para></caption>
</table>
                        

• if more than one column contains row headers, set the rowheader attribute on the relevant colspec
declarations to headers.

Table 3: Example: a table with two columns of row headers

Mark 11,123.45

Peter 11,012.34

points

Cindy 10,987.64

<table frame="all">
    <title summary="Names are listed in the column c1. Points are listed
 in both data columns, with the
expected in column c2 and the actual in column c3.">example: a table with
 two columns of row headers</title>
    <tgroup cols="3">
        <colspec colname="c1" colwidth="1.0*" rowheader="headers"/>
        <colspec colname="c2" colwidth="1.0*" rowheader="headers"/>
        <colspec colname="c3" colwidth="1.0*"/>
        <tbody>
            <row>
                <entry morerows="2">points</entry>
                <entry>Mark</entry>
                <entry>11,123.45</entry>
            </row>
            <row>
                <entry>Peter</entry>
                <entry>11,012.34</entry>
            </row>
            <row>
                <entry>Cindy</entry>
                <entry>10,987.64</entry>
            </row>
        </tbody>
    </tgroup>
</table>
                        

Note:

The examples here are mere constructions to demonstrate functionality options. In the wild, the first variant
would be preferred to the second from an accessibility standpoint. Also, in the second example, the spanned
entry "points" would have to include a scope="rowgroup" to make its attribution unmistakably clear (left
out here for clarity's sake).

Explicitly associate table data with its headers

This step is necessary for more complex tables, for example containing row AND column headers, multiple column
header rows, or spanned entries.

Analogously to the HTML model, CALS tables now offer two mechanisms to achieve this:

• scope
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The scope attribute is used on table entries functioning as headers to explicitly define the range of entries they
apply to (a row, a column, a row group, or a column group).

This method is best suited to tables of medium complexity.

Table 4: Example: assuring complex table accessibility using scope

points

expected actual

Mark 10,000 11,123.45

Peter 9,000 11,012.34

Cindy 10,000 10,987.64

<table frame="all" rowheader="firstcol">
<title summary="Names are listed in the column c1. Points are listed in
 both data columns, with the
expected in column c2 and the actual in column c3.">
    example: assuring complex table accessibility using <code>scope</code>
</title>
<tgroup cols="3">
    <colspec colname="c1" colwidth="1.0*"/>
    <colspec colname="c2" colwidth="1.0*"/>
    <colspec colname="c3" colwidth="1.0*"/>
    <thead>
        <row>
            <entry morerows="1"></entry>
            <entry namest="c2" nameend="c3" scope="colgroup">points</
entry>
        </row>
        <row>
            <entry scope="col">expected</entry>
            <entry scope="col">actual</entry>
        </row>
    </thead>    
    <tbody>
        <row>
            <entry scope="row">Mark</entry>
            <entry>10,000</entry>
            <entry>11,123.45</entry>
        </row>
        <row>
            <entry scope="row">Peter</entry>
            <entry>9,000</entry>
            <entry>11,012.34</entry>
        </row>
        <row>
            <entry scope="row">Cindy</entry>
            <entry>10,000</entry>
            <entry>10,987.64</entry>
        </row>
    </tbody>
</tgroup>
</table>
                    

As a basic table, it would be read by a screen reader like so:
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points expected actual. Mark 10,000 11,123.45. Peter 9,000 11,012.34. Cindy
10,000 10,987.64.

which really does not make much sense at all. But by using the markup as shown above, a screen reader will be
able to see order in the chaos and will read:

Mark points expected 10,000 Mark points actual 11,123.45. Peter points
expected 9,000 Peter points actual 11,012.34. Cindy points expected 10,000
Cindy points actual 10,987.64.

While this leans slightly towards the verbose, it is also by far more clear, allowing for quick understanding even if
the reader cannot see the table's spatial layout.

• xml:id and headers

With this dynamic duo, a very granular association of table data to its headers can be accomplished. The header
entries are identified via xml:id attributes, which are then referenced in the headers attribute on data entries.

This method is best suited for very complex tables that cannot be otherwise simplified.

Table 5: Example: assuring complex table accessibility using headers

points

expected actual

Mark 10,000 11,123.45

Peter 9,000 11,012.34

Cindy 10,000 10,987.64

<table frame="all" rowheader="firstcol">
<title summary="Names are listed in the column c1. Points are listed in
 both data columns, with the
expected in column c2 and the actual in column c3.">
    example: assuring complex table accessibility using <code>headers</
code>
</title>
<tgroup cols="3">
    <colspec colname="c1" colwidth="1.0*"/>
    <colspec colname="c2" colwidth="1.0*"/>
    <colspec colname="c3" colwidth="1.0*"/>
    <thead>
        <row>
            <entry morerows="1"></entry>
            <entry namest="c2" nameend="c3" xml:id="pts">points</entry>
        </row>
        <row>
            <entry xml:id="exp" headers="pts">expected</entry>
            <entry xml:id="act" headers="pts">actual</entry>
        </row>
    </thead>    
    <tbody>
        <row>
            <entry xml:id="name1">Mark</entry>
            <entry headers="name1 exp pts">10,000</entry>
            <entry headers="name1 act pts">11,123.45</entry>
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        </row>
        <row>
            <entry xml:id="name2">Peter</entry>
            <entry headers="name2 exp pts">9,000</entry>
            <entry headers="name2 act pts">11,012.34</entry>
        </row>
        <row>
            <entry xml:id="name3">Cindy</entry>
            <entry headers="name3 exp pts">10,000</entry>
            <entry headers="name3 act pts">10,987.64</entry>
        </row>
    </tbody>
</tgroup>
</table>
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